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CSAT, LLC
JULY 2011
INFORMATION LETTER/UPDATE:
MAJOR CALENDAR CHANGES:
Added: Law Enforcement
SEE NEW CALENDAR
Added: Civilian
SEE NEW CALENDAR
GENERAL INFORMATION:

The Rifle DVD is now out. If you are coming to either my Tactical Rifle or Pistol
Instructor course, I would recommend buying the DVD, review it and start to shoot
the drills and standards. The learning curve for the class will not be so steep.
If you like the DVD’s and you have the time, go to www.amazon.com and post a
review to help fellow shooters make a decision on the purchase.
LE CORNER:
TBD….
MONTHLY PERSPECTIVE:
INTERNATIONAL POLICY


LIBYA



SYRIA
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YEMEN



PAKISTAN



AFGHANISTAN

What all these countries have in common is that we were not and are still not able to
issue or articulate any type of structured policy to deal with them. The first three are
part of what I call a political domino effect which rarely happens. We do not have
vision or the resources or structures in place to take positive action.
Pakistan, a country that harbors terrorists and is politically rude to say the least
needs to have any financial aid from the U.S. cut. We need to put their nuts in a vise
and slowly turn the handle. Maybe even offer to arm India with a few nukes to
ensure they go away quickly should they start aggressive action.
As for Afghanistan, they are going through the typical thugs with guns stage of
country development, but they need to be put on notice. We have tried as a nation to
help them and have sacrificed our service personnel for the cause. It was good try
and if it is time to walk away, the cause was worthy. There will be more countries
like Afghanistan that we will try and help in the future in order to help create a more
stable world for all of us to live in.
Why try again? That is what real leaders do. The option is to let the world slide into
chaos and take two steps back. I feel that we as a nation have the resources talent to
help shape a better world. All we need to do is to lead by example.
Finally, the leadership and peoples of these struggling counties are not stupid. They
see our lack of political will and indecisiveness and understand that our president is
a pompous and arrogant person who has no experience or depth of character. He is
the result of an affirmative action program and votes were rallied from the
Oprah/reality TV generation of Americans who don’t have a clue as to what life is
about and still believe they are owed something for being born in this country.
NATIONAL POLICY


MEXICO



IMMIGRATION



ATF’S GUNS FOR CARTELS PROGRAM



GAS PRICES

I understand that the president cannot be blamed for everything, but when surround
yourself with liberal scum and appoint mentally, tactically and technically illequipped leaders to run major programs and agencies in the U.S., it is hard to
reassign blame.
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.. have allowed Mexican troops and police officers to enter U.S. soil illegally and
We
.
armed on many occasions. This hands-off policy is putting America and Americans
at risk. The ATF has provided countless weapons to the cartels and our enemies.
Had an American citizen done the same, they would be in jail. It was almost a buy
one, get one free program. Where are all the anti-gun retards on this one?

These “short” lists are just a few problems we can read about in the media. We have
a liberal media that generally protects the democrats and viciously attacks
conservative Americans (Sarah Palin’s e-mails). It would probably scare most of us
to know what is really going on in our government….
MONTHLY INSPIRITATION:

Quote from Larry, the Cable Guy
"Even after the Super Bowl victory of the New
Orleans Saints, I have noticed a large number of
people implying with bad jokes that Cajuns aren't
smart. I would like to state for the record that I
disagree with that assessment. Anybody that would
build a city 5 feet below sea level in a hurricane
zone and fill it with Democrats is a damn genius."
COURSE UPDATE(S):
We are working on the 2012 schedule as we speak and have added new dates to the
calendar.
TRAINING:
None noted…
RANGE UPDATE:
We are in the Summer maintenance mode as we speak. The job now is to keep the
place mowed and tidy for a few hot months.
CLASSROOM/ LODGE:
NONE AT THIS TIME…..
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EQUIPMENT:
None Tested…
HUNTING UPDATE:
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Hogs passing through….
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Hot Coyote…

Cow 127..
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Leadership
and Training For the Fight/The Tactical Trainer
.

The book out and available from www.amazon.com It will also contain the “The
Tactical Trainer.” I just received several copies and will look it over this weekend.
The original “Leadership and Training for the Fight” will be available
exclusively through www.authorshouse.com for those wishing to purchase it.
READING/MISC. INFORMATION
More books stacking up…
CLASS PAYMENTS
You will have a slot in the course when I receive payment for the class. In the
case of an agency, when they officially request an invoice. I have had too many
individuals not show up lately and I intend to put a stop to it.
I would prefer you send a check as the credit card costs for processing are
substantial.
IN CLOSING
Thanks and we look forward to seeing you all soon.
Paul R. Howe
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